
The Z BLS Meta-Analysis
What we have learned about memorable 

video advertising.



IN ORDER TO DEFINE 
WHAT DEFINES A VIDEO 

AD AS EFFECTIVE

ANALYZING DATA, AS 
PART OF OUR DNA IN 

ZENITH



“We all say data is the next white oil. 
[Owning the oil field is not as important as owning the refinery 

because what will make the big money is in refining the oil. Same 
goes with data, and making sure you extract the real value out of 

the data.]”

Maurice Levy.

Data. Again.



It has to move the consumer

What does good video ad even mean?

Good design as defined in MOMA, NY

A good video ad is the one that sells 
but also is damn beautiful

Up to recently BHT Research, 
Nowadays it is the BLS 



The Identity of our Meta-Analysis

>90 Brand Lift 
Studies (2018-

19)

Analysis on 7 
dimensions

ABCD Creative 
Framework

5 ad & brand 
metrics



“If you don’t get noticed, you 
don’t have nothing”

Leo Burnett

Let’s agree that the Ad recall lift is the first 
goal we should focus on



In a nutshell, it can be tricky.

Short videos (up to 20) have 55% higher 
ad recall lifts than long ones (61-461) that 

strangely enough have 30% higher ad 
recall lifts than 21-60.

About Duration 



As you would expect, Nay.

Video ads built for digital have an ad 
recall lift rate 45% higher than the 

TVCs.

TVC, Yay or Nay?



The most important factor.

Video ads with Attract score above 3 have on 

average double the ad recall lift rate vs the 
ones with score from 0 to 3.

Frontload the arc, Use familiar faces, Build for sound on, Humor & 
Suspense, Fast PacingAttract



Similar performance on ad recall.

Video ads with Brand score above 3 have on 

average 5% higher ad recall lift rate vs the ones 
with score from 0 to 3.

However, brand integration is crucial for brand 
consideration & brand awareness.

Brand Brand in the first 5 sec
Brand in natural usage



Emotional Connection, Use talents,
Close framing to people, Close framing to products

No significant difference.

No correlation found between Connect & 
Storytelling Score & Ad recall.

However, a good score facilitates purchase 
intent. 

Connect & Storytelling



So, here is what we should keep in mind for 
a memorable video ad:

1. ATTRACT Attention no matter what

2. DON’T go with your TVC 

3. Go Extra Short or Extra Long

4. Don’t neglect to take into consideration the 

stage on the product cycle



“We have to become more 
digitized and based on data, 

but ideas and passion will 
last forever”

Maurice Levy.

Thank you.


